The unique and natural components of our home –
including the location, light, and wood, stone and
water features – make me happy”

INSIDE & OUT streamlined surfaces
There are only two main finishes underfoot – slate and hardwood –
which create a seamless, natural connection between indoors and out.

Jan STEWART, HOMEOWNER

INSIDE & OUT easy breezeway

above The gourmet galley
kitchen is well outfitted,
providing ample workspace
while easing traffic flow from
the main entrance through
to the inviting patio, which is
adjacent to a cosy dining
space. “It’s a great house for
entertaining friends and
family,” says Jan, “especially
when we open all the doors
and extend the living space
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from the kitchen, living
room and patio.” right At a
whopping 16' long and 4'
wide and topped with large
porcelain tiles, the eating
bar/kitchen island is a
practical workspace and
pleasant perch that seats
four. Lit by overhead
pendants, the bar is handy
for snacking, entertaining
and doing homework. g
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Wide openings at either end of the galley kitchen allow
clear sightlines from front to back.
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We’ve always gravitated to Cape Cod style,

with big white mouldings and shingle siding,
so incorporating those details was a no-brainer”

Jan

INSIDE & OUT work the colour
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Outdoor greenery acts as an accent
colour for the neutral indoor space.
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left “We wanted a relaxed
environment that still
maintained a sense of style,”
says Jan. Bathed in soft,
warm light, the vaulted living
room offers casual,
comfortable seating
arranged around the hearth.
There’s room for everyone,
including Buster. Wicker
armchairs and ornamental
iron pieces accentuate the

chic cottage milieu. above
Deftly edited like the rest
of the rooms, the dining area
is a restrained mix of simple
furnishings and accents,
plus a woodsy moss colour
scheme. “After 24 years of
family life and accumulating
stuff, you have to edit as you
go to keep spaces flowing,
uncrowded and working
together,” says Jan. g
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From site to building to interior, we’ve

put our hearts into this place”

INSIDE & OUT create a filter
Combining blinds and drapes gives you options for light control.

Jan

INSIDE & OUT pure & simple

above Light pours into the
master ensuite from a
skylight above the oval
soaker tub. Shutters on the
lower half of the windows
offer privacy. A green-andwhite palette is fresh.
right Keeping the decor
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and furnishings spare in the
master bedroom allows the
sun-drenched balcony to
take centre stage. Colourful
draperies and bed linens,
on a French-style wroughtiron bed, echo the view.
Where To Find It, page 154
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Large shuttered windows let the sun shine in
while maintaining privacy.
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